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A PSA convincing viewers to choose reusable water bottles over plastic bottles. A series 

of images of trendy Vapur reusable water bottles flash back and forth with images of landfills 

overflowing with plastic water bottles, of a coastline littered with bottles and ect. The stark 

contrast between the images is to emphasize the difference somebody could make by just 

carrying their own reusable water bottle. After the series of images a fact is presented on the 

screen stating how 30,000,000 plastic water bottles per day end up in the ocean or a landfill yet 

it takes up to 1,000 years for plastic water bottles to decompose. The call to action then appears 

on a plain screen stating, “Just stop using plastic water bottles.” Lastly, this is followed by, 

“purchase your reusable bottle at vapur.us sponsored by Drops Of Hope.”  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

     
    

     
    

    
     

    
    

     
    



    
     

 
Video Audio 

Wide shot of a landfill overflowing with plastic, 
washed out and dim outdoor lighting 

Audio 1. Sad piano music  

Jump cut to: Long Shot with bright and high 
saturated indoor lighting of stylish vapur 
reusable bottles 

Audio 2. Upbeat multi-instrumental song  

Jump cut to: Wide shot of extremely littered 
coast, washed out outdoor lighting 

Audio 1. Sad piano music 

Jump cut to: long shot panning right to show 
an array of trendy colorful vapur reusable 
bottles, bright and high saturated lighting 

Audio 2. Upbeat multi-instrumental song 

Jump cut to: wide shot of a turtle swimming 
through polluted water with floating plastic 
bottles around it, washed out outdoor lighting 

Audio 1. Sad piano music 

Statistic shown over image of polluted ocean 
scene with washed out lighting, Words on 
screen: “30,000,000 plastic water bottles per 
day end up in the ocean or in a landfill yet it 
takes up to 1,000 years for plastic water 
bottles to decompose” 

Audio continues... 

White words on black screen: “Just stop using 
plastic water bottles”... 
 
“purchase your reusable bottle at vapur.us 
sponsored by Drops Of Hope” 
 

Cut music, male voice over “Just stop using 
plastic water bottles” 
 

 
 

    
     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Gabrielle Small 

PSA 

 

After almost two months of living in Rome, there is one change that has stuck out 

to me the most. No one uses reusable water bottles. Everywhere I go a plastic water 

bottle is being offered to me, even at restaurants. Even though the Gianicolo dorm and 

most families are better than the US standard when it comes to recycling, the streets 

don’t provide recycling bins. Walking through the city everyday I notice piles of plastic 

water bottles filling every street trash can. In this revelation was where my PSA concept 

was conceived.  

The PSA is to be hypothetically aired on the assigned platform of television so 

there were a few things to take into consideration; the audience, attention span and 

relevancy. I had a hard time specifying an audience because water is so universal but 

an advertisement is more effective if it is specifically catered towards a smaller group. I 

choose the age group 20 to 35 year olds because with age comes dogmatism, this 

younger target audience is more likely to be convinced and open. Also, this age group 

might care more about style than an older group. Another issue is the weak attention 

span of this age group. To cater towards the “8 second attention span”, I utilized jump 

cuts and quick imagery. Finally, for the issue of how to make the audience feel the PSA 

is relevant towards them, my PSA covers both sides: the self and selflessness. My 



message says instead of ruining your earth by using plastic bottles, use a stylish 

reusable water bottle to be hip and green!  

The stylistic choices that I made for the PSA were based on those factors of the 

intended audience and the message. For the main body of the PSA, I used images that 

contrasted extremely by their content, visual effects and audio effects. The scenes of 

pollution were dimly lit, washed out and accompanied by a matching dark and sad 

piano. Versus, the scenes of reusable bottles were brightly lit and saturated and had an 

upbeat multi-instrumental song to aid the tone of the scene. This contrast emphasizes 

the ease of the call to action and employs guilt. It is so easy to help the world that it is 

even stylish.  

The take home message is to stop supporting plastic water bottles and use a 

reusable bottle. Plastic bottles pollute the earth, only 1 in 5 recycled bottles even make 

it to the recycling plant. Plastic bottles also pollute our bodies, most plastic bottles 

contain many toxins like BPA. Not only do most plastic bottles end up in nature or 

landfills but their production creates 2.5 million tons of carbon dioxide a year and 17 

million barrels of oil (not including transportation) are needed to produce a years worth 

of bottles. It is so easy to stop using plastic water bottles and that is what I wanted my 

PSA to show.  

 


